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Auction

Overflowing with versatile space, spirited design and picturesque city skyline views, this free-flowing 4 bedroom, 4

bathroom (plus study) home offers so much more than initially meets the eye. The quality of the detail is truly exceptional

over three split levels, unified by genuine reflection, meticulous finishes and sleek Mid-Century Modern design principles.

The first to view this architectural masterpiece will fall in love!Discover a relaxed formal living zone with direct access to

a private alfresco deck delicately bathed in northern sunlight. Seamless flow carries you to vast, open and designated

space for living and dining under towering ceilings. An entire wall of floor-to-ceiling glass attracts natural light and reveals

a spectacular neighbourhood aspect capturing the stunning city skyline on the horizon.The heart of the home is a dream

kitchen purpose-built for effortless entertaining. Enjoy sleek stone surfaces, an island bench, soft-closing cabinetry, a

large walk-in pantry, and the full suite of high-end appliances including Westinghouse wall ovens, a Highland gas cooktop

and a premium Bosch dishwasher.A poolside games room would also work well as a teen retreat or a large home office fit

for a workforce. From here, open up panels of sliding glass and supersize your entertaining opportunities with a

showpiece solar-heated, saltwater pool on offer. Thoughtfully planned to capture northern light, there’s a genuine

warmth at play in this whole outdoor area, both welcoming and family-friendly.The attention-to-detail throughout the

home is exemplary. All bedrooms are generously sized, privately staged and extensively robed. The stunning main

bedroom is serviced by walk-in robes and a twin-vanity ensuite with a decadent dual shower. The remaining bedrooms

share a pair of stylish bathrooms, while a full-sized study is ideal for working from home or could be refashioned as a fifth

bedroom if required.Additional features include comprehensive heating/cooling, motorised external blinds, a large

laundry, handy powder room, a full-sized bathroom on the lower level servicing the pool, substantial storage solutions, a

double carport and so much more.Superbly set in a family-focused neighbourhood, enjoy easy access to Balwyn North

Village, the Koonung Creek Trail and surrounding parkland, public transport choice, quality schools and the Eastern

Freeway. From the tranquil, tree-lined address to the understated simplicity and considered flow, this property designed

by the architect-owner is a cut above all others. Astute buyers will need to act decisively!    


